
  

BTI Breaching Doors
BTI Ram Door
The BTI Ram Breaching Door offers realistic and affordable training 
for situations that involve inward opening doors. The patented Ram 
Breaching Door can be installed into a structure or utilized with our 
optional Free Standing Leg Kit.

Up to 3 lock sets can be simulated utilizing the patented  system 
that replicates either wood or metal door/frame construction 
methods. Additionally, reinforced pins may be used in scenarios 
calling for secondary breach points (an unbreachable primary). 

(Item #RD)

Never buy another door! BTI doors are reusable and damage 
proof because the pins fail during the breach rather than the door.  
BTI doors can be reset in a matter of seconds, resulting in no 
training down time. BTI Breaching Doors are highly cost effective 
when compared to the use of actual doors and jury rigged systems.

BTI Breaching Pins  are patented, engineered pins that replicate the forces 
normally encountered in real world breaching operations. One to three pins are 
utilized during each breach depending on the number of lock sets simulated. 

Through extensive 
testing of actual 

doors, BTI pins are 
able to replicate 

those forces found 
when breaching 
wood, metal and 

reinforced door/frame 
structures.

Reinforced Frame 
Pins (Item #PINF)

Wood Frame Pins 
(Item #PINW)

Metal Frame Pins 
(Item #PINM)

The BTI Free 
Standing Leg Kit 

(shown here with a Ram 
Door) can be used with 

all BTI Doors.  

The door and leg kit system can easily 
be transported, carried and erected by 
two individuals in a matter of minutes.  
This is ideal for onsite training at 
locations of opportunity.

The 
optional 
Free 
Standing 
Leg Kit 
(Item #LK) 
allows the 
door to be 
placed and 
anchored 
as desired.  

Ram & Explosive



  

Strip/Lock 
Explosive Door

Lock Exp. Door

(Item #ED)

(Item #EDSL)

BTI Explosive Breaching 
Pins are specially designed 
pins that offer breaching 
resistance to the explosive 
charge.

(Item #PINE)

(Place charges on the lock plate)

(Place charges on the lock plate & along the strip)

BTI Explosive Breaching Doors are 
designed to operate with typical 
operational weight pushing charges. 
These doors are ideal for training that 
involves the placement of explosive 
charges in addition to entry tactics.

The patented BTI Explosive Breach-
ing Doors offer realistic and afford-
able training for situations that involve 
explosive breaching of inward opening 
doors. 

Saloon Exp. 
Door
(Place charges down the 
middle of the door)

The Saloon Explosive 
Breaching Door has 
four sockets on the 
back of the door that 
accept BTI Explosive 
Breaching Pins. 

(Item #EDSA)

Explosive 
Breaching Kit
The Patent Pending BTI 
Explosive Breaching Kit 
consists of a durable, 
reusable stand, a free 
standing leg kit and a 
supply of doors.

High quality solid core, 
hollow core & metal 
doors are in stock and 
available at competitive 
prices. 

(Item #EBK)Door Options & Accessories
Deadbolt Lock 
Option   (Item #DBL) Door Port Option  provides fire hose 

access to your training building. Rugged 
bristle sweep allows water to drain freely 
during fire fighting operations.       (Item #DPO) 

BTI Door Stops 
feature 1" square 
steel tube construc-
tion, four pre-drilled 
mounting holes and 
one inch thick high-
strength, oil resis-
tant Buna-N rubber 
dampers
 

(Item #BDS)
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